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Escape From Paradise
 

Imagine, if you will:
 
Bernardus – a star not too far away from Earth, was the mother of five
worlds, three stillborn – lifeless and uninhabitable, and two bright, young
and thriving Terran colonies, Tremaine and Andronicus. Tremaine was one
of Earth’s oldest extrasolar colonies, well-established colonial worlds, and
typical of the older colonies of the Terran Empire. Andronicus was
somewhat less developed than Tremaine – and more industrial, while
Tremaine was by now almost on a social par with the mother world itself.
 
Clear blue skies framed pristine natural landscapes. Tremaine was most
often described in the Interstellar Tourist Guide using the word ‘lovely’.
Indigenous wildlife lived alongside imported Terran species in a carefully
planned biosphere. Its cities, although slightly smaller and further apart than
Earths’, and its population only about a quarter that of Earth itself, left
much open, unspoiled space, and gave the impression of very careful
planning and fastidious regulation.
 
People over-regulated things here – living on Tremaine was like living in a
big, gated complex – the size and number of pets one could keep, the
number and type of private vehicles one could own – you couldn’t even
paint your mailbox in a color of your choice unless it was one of the
approved colors specified in the regulations! People in the streets walked
about with vacant, meaningless smiles displayed on their faces as they went
about their business in a city that looked like something from one of those
awful 1950’s color brochures for ‘the modern kitchen’ brought to grotesque,
nightmarish life!
 
It was all very ‘lovely’, and Joe Lofflin couldn’t take it for much longer.
 
Lately, Lofflin thought, Tremaine had begun to resemble one of those
frightening little fake towns – filled with perfect, though lifeless fully-
clothed dummies that went through the motions of daily life – and set up to
be wiped from the face of the universe by an impending atomic test



detonation, the results of which would be carefully catalogued and
measured by some unknown agency – and he was already beginning to hear
a feint siren whirring… He ended the fantasy there, and turned over towards
the light.
 
It was a faint light, from the early dawn as it began to shine through the
window of his hotel room. The curtains were drawn, but they were thin and
almost transparent, and only served to slightly obscure the awful, hideous
clarity of the green, perfectly manicured, trimmed and manipulated gardens
outside. He’d walked outside in those gardens – not alone, but holding
hands, and marveled at the various insects – local and imported. He’d
‘oohed’ at the dancing honey bees and ‘ahed’ at the foot-long stick insects
and caterpillars and all manner of beasties that munched their way through
the perfect flowerbeds. The sunrises and sunsets were picturesque and
breathtaking, but he found he could only stomach watching so many of
them on a daily basis! Oh, it was all very lovely, of course – but Joe Lofflin
had grown tired of it already. He’d had enough! He was a spacer, and he
longed to get back to what he knew best – space! Running a starship!
Making a difference!
 
The silence was deafening, he realized as he lay there in the twilight of his
early morning session of woe. He could almost hear his heart pumping in
his ears. No, he could hear it! He shifted his pillow, and continued to
recount his grievances to the universe, as if it were actually listening.
 
For nearly two months now, he and his crew had been on a seemingly
endless stint of shore leave, and he couldn’t wait for it to be over. Not that
he or his crew could just leave, even if they wanted to – their ship was still
in space dock undergoing repairs. The Mordrake had taken a lot of damage
in their previous encounter with a Corsair raider, when they were out
patrolling the border along the treacherous Omegan Quadrant. The
Mordrake had, until then, been three months at space, and had had no
contacts with any Corsairs until the one it ran into near Horner's World –
and that had very nearly been the end of the intrepid crew. The ship’s
former Captain, Philip Wainwright Blaine, had been eager to score at least
one kill before the end of their patrol, when he reluctantly agreed to bring
the Mordrake back to Tremaine for some incidental engine repairs… and it



was while they were returning that they ran into a Corsair raider! Blaine
took them into battle and engaged the Corsair raider against fair warnings
from the Chief Entech that the ship was in no condition to do so. In the heat
of battle, a cataclysmic failure of the Mordrake’s systems caused the ship to
suffer a string of direct hits, sustaining critical damage to the very systems
that kept her crew alive.
 
Right after the battle, when the lights came back on and damage control
teams were crawling all over the place, Captain Blaine retreated into a
bottle inside his quarters for the shame of what his arrogant pride had cost
them. After drifting for several days, while running on emergency power,
and with the entechs doing their level best to repair the engines, the crew –
or at least, the survivors – had to be told that there was nothing to be done,
and that they were going to die. And it had been he – Joe Lofflin, the then
Exo of the Mordrake, who had been forced through circumstance to take on
the role of acting-Captain. In the meantime, Blaine had been murdered by
their erstwhile Chief Entech – Lt. Commander Ralph Billingham, who was
something of a disgruntled employee, who blamed Blaine for the situation
they were in.
 
As luck would have it, their paths crossed with a derelict alien vessel which
they were able to cannibalize for spare parts to get their own engines
working again. They were saved! Of course, it hadn’t been quite that
simple, but here they were, a week or so later, in civilized space again – at
Tremaine, safe! Lofflin groaned at the thought. That had been almost two
months ago!
 
They’d expected something of a hero’s welcome on returning to Tremaine,
after what they’d been through, and their arrival shortly after the Corsair
attack on Starbase 91 hardly went unnoticed. Tension among the locals was
high at the time because the Space Fleet had only just sent a small squadron
of ships to patrol the area, and the colony remained exposed to Corsair
attack. Even though the badly damaged Mordrake had made it back this far,
it had taken the better part of two months to fix the mess at the local space
dock.
 



For Lofflin, the highlight of their arrival at Tremaine’s orbital docking
facility hadn’t been the hero’s welcome at the Official Residence of the
Planetary Governor, his subsequent promotion to Captain of the Mordrake,
or the news that the Corsair home world had been located and a Fleet task
force had been sent to wipe it off the star-maps… no, it was watching the
former Chief Entech, Ralph Billingham being frog-marched down the
umbilical docking corridor off his ship by a pair of hefty-looking Military
Policemen!
 
The crew had two months shore leave on Tremaine Colony during the
repairs. Whereas the I.S.S. Mordrake’s activities had been concerned with
the business of staying alive, their activities now had been to have a good
time, live it up, and make the most of it. Joe Lofflin had done just that. …
But he could only watch so many movies at the Metroplex, eat so many
candle-lit dinners, walk so many gardens and shopping malls, or sleep late
so many mornings in a row… before it became… well, tedious.
 
A movement and a rustle in the sheets beside him in the darkness derailed
his train of thought. A warm, naked young body pressed up against him,
and he smiled. Of course, it was lovely here.
 
“Good morning, Captain.” Dellon smiled at him in the slightly brighter light
of morning, and using his new rank as if to emphasize it. It was so quiet
that, this close up, Lofflin even heard his companion blink.
“Good morning.” He smiled back. “Ensign Bennett.”
“What time’s it?”
“Time you started calling me Joe.” Lofflin sighed jokingly. “At least when
we’re not on duty.”
“Yes, sir!” Bennett snapped back mockingly, and giggled. “Sorry, sir!
Please don’t hang, draw and quarter me!”
“We haven’t been on duty for months!” Lofflin mock-reprimanded,
lamentingly.
“Yes, sir! Please don’t keelhaul me!” Bennett giggled again, coyly adding
“Not again!”
“It’s the cat o’nine tails for you this time, m’lad! Arrr!” Lofflin joked,
grabbing Dellon Bennett fast in a pseudo wrestling hold, the bed covers
becoming intertwined in their lover’s tryst as he did so.
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